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This study assesses the worst-case demand and replication models for determining 

the bandwidth required by the origin server when a number of video programs in a 
video-on-demand system are replicated on replica servers. The bandwidth required by the 
video-on-demand system determines the number of viewers that could watch video 
programs simultaneously. If a video program is viewed in its entirety, the required 
bandwidth is estimated based on the number of concurrent viewers as well as the length 
of the video program. Unlike traditional research models that use the hit ratio to assess 
the replication benefits, this study uses the M/G/∞ model to examine the related 
phenomenon and problems in this field. We develop a selection model for replication 
using the product of the viewing request probability and the video length as the main 
factor in determining the videos selected for replication. This model theoretically 
outperforms traditional models that consider only the viewing request probability in the 
benefits of reducing the worst-case demand at origin server, and the simulation results 
validate the theoretical results. Due to resource constraints in the replica server, 
discussions and verifications on the optimization of the proposed replication model were 
carried out and the findings were used as the basis for the development of a heuristic 
algorithm. The results derived using this heuristic algorithm are the same as the 
optimized results derived from LINGO. 
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1. Introduction and Related Work 
Several technical issues of video-on-demand (VOD) have been investigated in 

numerous studies. These include network deployment, video replication and placement 
[4-6] [9-10] [14-18], content delivery networks (CDN) [8-10] [14], and Internet protocol 
television (IPTV) [1-3]. For these issues, the required storage capacity must be estimated, 
based on the file size or video program length. Additionally, the required network 
bandwidth must be estimated; however, bandwidth estimation is comparatively more 
difficult. 

A replication strategy involves both video selection and placement [4-6] [9-10] 
[14-18]. In the selection stage, a detailed study and analysis must be performed on the 
offered load pattern or viewing request probability, to determine videos that need to be 
replicated to appropriately distribute the load of the origin server or among replica 
servers. During the placement stage, other factors must be considered, which include 
storage capacity of replica servers and capacity constraint of the bandwidth. The studies 
in [9-10] [14-16] adopted the replication strategy where different numbers of replicas 
were provided for video files depending on their viewing probability in order to distribute 
the traffic among replica servers. For example, if movie A is more popular than movie B, 
and if the latter has two replicas stored in the replica servers, then movie A should have 
more than two replicas stored in the replica servers. In the study by [4-6] [9-10] [14-16] 
et al., the popularity of each video file is determined by its viewing request probability. In 
the case of such a replication strategy, the length of a film is no longer a critical deciding 
factor but is usually only used for examining whether the space occupied by the replica of 
the film in the replica servers has exceeded the total capacity constraint of the replica 
servers. However, a VOD system can be modeled as a queue system. The replication 
strategy in this case should shift from a film’s popularity to the offered load of the VOD 
system. The offered load of a VOD system should be expressed in terms of the sum of the 
various values of arrival rate*viewing duration (i.e., ρ                                                                                                                       ) for all the video files instead. 
Thus, if the ρ A value of movie A is greater than the ρ  B value of movie B, and if the latter 
has two replicas stored in the replica servers, then movie A should have more than two 
replicas stored in the replica servers. In a separate study by [17-18] et al., the ρ   value of 
various films is determined by their respective offered load. In the case of such a 
replication strategy, the video length still does not play any deciding role.  

Because the storage and bandwidth constrains of replica servers, the optimal strategy 



for placement stage of replication may not be coped with the optimal strategy for 
selection stage. Both stages mutually influence each other. Although the aforementioned 
studies [4-6] [9-10] [14-18] involved these two stages, their focuses were still on the 
selection stage and the optimal utilization for replica servers was not considered. Besides, 
only [4-6] considered the replication effect on the bandwidth demand at original server, 
others considered the traffic distribution among replica servers, and the role of video 
length on replication was not discussed by these studies.  

In the studies [4-6], the worst-case demand was used as a factor in determining the 
necessary server storage and the required capacity for the optical network and Ethernet 
switch. The worst-case demand is the total network bandwidth demanded by users during 
the peak usage period, when the number of users is the maximum. The network system 
setting must be adjusted according to the peak demand to ensure service quality. Replica 
servers share the traffic of the origin server by storing large volumes of popular video 
content. Such a system uses the probability of a video being requested for determining 
the number of replication copies required to optimize the system. Mathematical models 
have been proposed for representing the worst-case demand; however, these models have 
not yielded accurate assessments, especially regarding the effect of replica servers on the 
worst-case demand. 

In our previous studies [1, 3], we implemented a video recording system using the 
relay-recording technique and examined the viewing requests that users submitted to a 
VOD system. Further, in our previous study [2], we copied longer video programs to the 
replica servers for effectively reducing the demand on the origin server’s network 
bandwidth. We found that in the case of both video recording applications and video 
viewing applications, the video length significantly affected the worst-case demand. The 
results of the previous study showed that the video length is an important factor in 
addition to the viewing request probability. In order to simplify the analyses, in [2], we 
assumed that the viewing request probability was identical for all video programs in order 
to ensure that the influence of the video length on the worst-case demand was obvious. 
According to the study by [17-18] et al. presented in the previous paragraph, service time 
(i.e., viewing duration) is another variable to consider while determining the offered load 
of a system in addition to the viewing request probability. Further, the viewing duration 
and the video length are directly proportional, as elaborated in thesis [19]. Thus, the 
assumptions and findings observed in [2] do have the requisite supporting argument. That 
is, a video’s length is directly proportional to its viewing duration (i.e., all users watch the 
entire video program, or all users watch the same percentage of the video’s length) and 
can be used to simulate the viewing duration for our analyses. Based on the finding that 
the video length has a significant effect on the worst-case demand, we further 
investigated the combined influence of the viewing request probability and the video 
length on the worst-case demand and established a theoretical model for the selection 
stage of replication. This selection model was based on the aspect of offered load [17-18], 
not on the aspect of viewing request probability [4-6] [9-10] [14-16]. And the benefits of 
this selection model were on reducing the worst-case demand at origin server, not on the 
load balancing among replica servers. We further performed simulations to validate the 
accuracy of the theoretical model.  

As discussed previously, the measurement of the worst-case demand is very critical 
in the system planning stage, as such information forms the basis for determining the 
peak usage of the system, which is in turn used for planning for and ensuring sufficient 
system capacity (e.g., server storage or capacity of the network system). We found that 
issues related to the worst-case demand are best described using the M/G/∞ model 
[7,11,12] and that the worst-case demand can be determined by using the total number of 
customers in the system at a certain point in time. This number has a Poisson distribution 
with a mean ρ, where ρ    denotes the summation of λqidi, λ denotes the viewing request rate, 
qi denotes the viewing request probability of the ith video program, and di denotes the 
video length (For the benefit of the analysis, the viewing duration is assumed to be 
directly proportional to the video length). On the basis of this M/G/∞ model, we propose 
a QD major selection model in which Q represents the viewing request probability and D 
represents the video length. Further, we performed simulations to validate and compare 
the theoretical model with other models. We verified that the selection model that used 
both the viewing request probability and the video length outperformed the selection 
model that used only the viewing request probability. We also found that the theoretical 
model based on the M/G/∞ model could yield values similar to the simulation results 
when assessing issues concerning the worst-case demand. The replication strategy 
created using the M/G/∞ model and the worst-case demand measured herein both 
corresponded to the Erlang loss system [20-21], which is commonly used in a system's 



performance analysis. In this paper, we will compare and explain the differences between 
our theoretical model and the Erlang loss system. 

As elaborated upon earlier, the replication model comprises the selection and 
placement stages, both of which are interdependent [6]. The study investigates the means 
by which the offered load of the system can be evenly distributed to the various replica 
servers within an architecture comprising distributed replica servers. All replica servers 
have their respective resource constraints, which refer to their storage capacities and the 
streaming bandwidths that they can provide. Hence, a corresponding objective function 
was proposed in Reference [6]. This objective function needs to comply with the resource 
constraints of the replica server, as well as to allow the placement of videos to be in line 
with the requirements of a particular optimization condition. 

Reference [23] is an important reference paper on the video placement model that 

considers the resource constraints of a replica server. This paper proposes the 

space-to-bandwidth ratio (SBR) as the reference for video selection. The argument for the 

SBR is as follows: As a replica server has restrictions on its space and bandwidth, a video 

also has its space (i.e., video size) and required bandwidth (i.e., the streaming bandwidth 

required to play the video). Hence, when it comes to the selection and placement of 

videos, the video placement model proposes that ideally, the SBR of the video should 

match that of the replica server. The selection and placement strategy of SBR is very 

relevant to the QD major replication strategy proposed in this paper. The QD in this paper 

refers to the product of the space (video length) of the video and its required bandwidth 

(viewing request probability). However, the aim of the SBR selection strategy in 
Reference [23] is to consider the utilization of the replica server. This is different from the 

aim of this paper, which is to reduce the offered load of the original server. As such, with 

considerations of the SBR placement model, this paper will develop a corresponding 

heuristic algorithm to explore the optimization of the QD major replication model 

proposed in this paper. 
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the research 

statement. Section 3 discusses the development of the proposed QD major selection 
model. Section 4 describes the performance evaluation and verification of the QD major 
selection model using theory and simulation. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions 
of this study and an outline for future research. 

 

2. Problem Statement 
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Figure1. VOD system with replica servers  
In previous studies [4-5], the origin server stored all video programs in the VOD system, 
and the replica servers stored copies of the videos from the origin server (Fig. 1). The 
users of this system were grouped into numerous clusters, and each cluster was assigned 
a replica server that was closer to the users than the origin server. If the replica server of 
the cluster already contains a replica of a user-requested video program, streaming 
bandwidth is required only from the network between the user and the replica server. 
However, if the requested video program is not in the replica server, streaming bandwidth 
is required between the origin server and the replica server and between the replica server 
and the user. The greater the number of video copies stored in a replica server, the higher 



is the likelihood that the replica server can service the users’ video requests, because less 
bandwidth is required from the origin server to the replica servers, thereby reducing 
network costs. However, the presence of a greater number of video program copies on the 
replica servers increases storage costs; therefore, a tradeoff is necessary between the 
network costs and the storage costs 

To explain the tradeoff issue, an analysis model was proposed in [4-5], where Mi 

represents the worst-case demand (peak usage demand) of all users in the ith cluster and hi 
represents the hit rate of the replica server (i.e., the likelihood that the replica server 
serves the worst-case demand in the ith cluster). Therefore, during the peak usage period, 
the demand on the replica server for video access by all users in the ith cluster is hi*Mi. 
The access demand on the origin server of the VOD system is (1-hi)*Mi. Previous studies 
[4-5] have p posed the following two equations: ro

        Fi hi*Mi                                       (1)  

        Fo *Mi                            (2) 
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where Fi refers to the bandwidth provided by the ith replica server, and Fo refers to 
the bandwidth provided by the origin server. The system contains N replica servers. 

The system can be implemented at an optimized cost by balancing the network costs 
and storage costs; therefore, the worst-case demand hi and Mi are crucial to the success of 
this analysis model. However, we found that the system costs are related to the video 
length, as well as to Mi and hi, and we discuss this issue using a number of examples. 

In a VOD system, the worst-case demand occurs during a peak usage period, when 
many users concurrently use the video streaming service. The required video streaming 
bandwidth depends on the number of concurrent users, and this bandwidth must be 
considered when designing a network infrastructure. 
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Figure 2. Time sequence and video streaming overlaps with six concurrent users A, B, C, 
D, E, and F 

Figure 2 shows the time sequence and video streaming overlaps when six users A, B, 
C, D, E, and F concurrently watched video programs. The horizontal axis represents time, 
which was partitioned to better illustrate the overlapping time spans. When user A was 
watching a video, user B was also watching a video on the VOD system. When B had 
finished watching the video, A was still watching. 

We used Sxy to represent the span of time when user X watched a video during 
his/her viewing time span y. For this study, we assumed that, within a time span, a user 
can watch a video alone or concurrently with other users of the VOD system. For 
example, Sa1 is the first viewing time span of User A. Sa4b3c2d1e1 is A’s fourth viewing time 
span, B’s third viewing time span, C’s second viewing time span, D’s first viewing time 
span, and E’s first viewing time span. During the Sa4b3c2d1e1 time span, users A, B, C, D, 
and E were watching VOD video programs concurrently. They could have been watching 
the same or different video programs. In this case, the network bandwidth demand is the 
total bandwidth necessary to stream five videos concurrently. Similarly, during the 
Sa5d2e2f1 time span, users A, D, E, and F were concurrently watching VOD video programs; 
therefore, the demand during this time span is the total bandwidth necessary to stream 
only four videos concurrently. The largest number of time span overlaps (worst-case 
demand) was with 5 users, and it occurred during the peak usage period Sa4b3c2d1e1. 



 
Figure 3. Time sequence excluding users B and C 
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Figure 4. Time sequence excluding users A and E 
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If the video programs accessed by users B and C were copied to the replica server 
according to [4-5], Mi = 5, hi = 2/5, and the required bandwidth for service from the 
origin server would be (1 - 2/5)*5 = 3. Fig. 3 shows the time sequence for users A, D, E, 
and F. The peak usage period is Sa5d2e2f1 (which differs from the peak usage period in Fig. 
2). The worst-case demand, which is the bandwidth for concurrently streaming four 
videos, is greater than the demand estimated using the analysis model proposed in [4-5]. 

Likewise, if the videos accessed by users A and E were copied to the replica server 
of the cluster according to [4-5], Mi = 5, hi = 2/5, and the required bandwidth for service 
from the origin server would be (1 - 2/5)*5 = 3. Fig. 4 shows the time sequence for users 
B, C, D, and F. The peak usage period is Sb3c2d1 (which is the same as that in Fig. 2). The 
worst-case demand, which is the bandwidth for concurrently streaming three videos, is 
identical to that of the analysis model proposed in [4-5]. 

Based on the above examples, we inferred that, if the peak usage period after 
replication is the same as before replication, the relationship between hi and Mi can be 
used to reliably estimate the worst-case demand at the origin server. However, if the peak 
usage period after replication differs from that before replication, the relationship 
between hi and Mi cannot be used to reliably estimate the worst-case demand at the origin 
server. 

We also found that the lengths of the videos in the replica servers significantly 
influenced the worst-case demand for the origin server. As shown in Figs. 2 to 4, the 
longer the video length, the more the time sequences overlapped. Therefore, copying 
longer video programs to the replica servers had a greater effect on the bandwidth 
required for services from the origin server. In contrast, copying shorter video programs 
had a lesser effect. 

In a previous study [6], the request arrival rate for video vi was defined as λ pi, 
where λ denotes the request arrival rate during the peak period, and pi denotes the 
probability of choosing the ith video. Numerous algorithms were developed [6] to 
distribute various replicas depending on the approximate request arrival rate of each 
video, thereby achieving the optimal load-balancing among replica. However, the 
worst-case demand on the replica servers could not be compared with the worse-case 
demand on the origin servers. Therefore, comparing the pre-replication and 
post-replication relationships is inappropriate for research and discussion and could 
produce erroneous system assessments. 

In summary, most studies focused on the worst-case demand or peak usage demand, 
which were examined as the parameters for system bandwidth capacity design, or they 
focused on the viewing request probability, which was used in developing relevant 
replication models with optimal load balancing. These traditional replication models are 
meaningful only if “the video programs that are chosen for replication” are “the video 
programs requested for viewing during the worst-case demand.” However, no direct 
relationship existed between “the video programs that were chosen for replication” and 
“the video programs requested for viewing during the worst-case demand.” The higher 



the viewing request probability of a specific video program is, the more likely that the 
video program becomes “requested for viewing during the worst-case demand.” Although 
traditional replication models emphasized these factors to explain the benefits of 
replication models, the models did not demonstrate absolute benefits, only a higher 
probability of benefits. Considering the discussion about Figs. 2, 3, and 4, video length 
increases the probability that the times of various viewing requests will overlap, thereby 
influencing the assessment of the worst-case demand. This significantly reduces the 
appropriateness of traditional replication models that consider viewing request 
probability to be the only factor. 

Based on empirical data, the viewing request probability of a video program also 
influences the assessment of the worst-case demand. After deliberation, we regarded the 
estimation of the worst-case demand of a VOD system as an M/G/∞ model to examine 
the assessment of the worst-case demand and to develop a theoretic model that used the 
viewing request probability multiplied by video length as the deciding factor. As 
elaborated in thesis [19], the viewing duration and the video length are directly 
proportional. That is, a video’s length is directly proportional to its viewing duration (i.e., 
all users watch the entire video program, or all users watch the same percentage of the 
video’s length) and can be used to simulate the viewing duration for our analyses. Thus, 
this model was based on the aspect of offered load [17-18], not on the aspect of viewing 
request probability [4-6] [9-10] [14-16]. And the benefits of this model were on reducing 
the worst-case demand at origin server, not on the load balancing among replica servers. 
We further performed simulations to validate the accuracy of the theoretical model. 
Furthermore, we created simulation programs to verify that this model provided more 
superior benefits on reducing the worst-case demand at origin server compared to 
traditional models that solely emphasize viewing request probability. Further, I extended 
and modified the concept of SBR as proposed in Reference [23] to make it more 
appropriate for the discussion on optimization in this paper. 

 

3. Formulation of QD major selection model 
In this study, the objective of selection strategy of video programs for replication is 

to reduce the worst-case demand at the origin server. And this study is based on the direct 
proportional relationship between the video length and the viewing duration [2, 19]. We 
suggest that the viewing request probability multiplied by video length be used as the 
parameter for determining selection policies for replication. We name this type of model 
the QD major selection model, and the value of the viewing request probability 
multiplied by video length is called the QD value of video programs. Traditional selection 
models that solely consider the viewing request probability are called Q major selection 
models. 

In this section, we present related mathematical parameters and Eq. (3), which 
assesses the worst-case demand using the M/G/∞ model. Based on this model (Lemmas 
1 and 2), we develop the QD major selection model and its related theories. Two 
examples illustrate the QD major selection model and verify the theorem. In Section 4, 
the QD major selection model is verified by simulating a VOD system with replica 
servers and comparing the results with those of Q major selection models. The symbols 
used in the theoretical model are summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Summary of symbols used in the theoretical model 

N number of the video programs in the VOD system 
λ viewing request rate for the VOD system 
V the set of video programs in the VOD system 
vi the ith video program in the VOD system, where vi  V 
di the video length of vi 
qi the viewing request probability of vi, where q0+q1+q2… +qN-1=1 
qi*di the QD value of vi 
Vg,m the set of m files of V that are copied to the replica server according to the g 

selection strategy and Vg,m V 
Vh,m the set of m files of V that are copied to the plica server according to the h re

selection strategy and Vh,m V 
ρ               h,m λ*the summation of QD value of vi, where vi  Vh,m 
ρ 

g,m λ*the summation of QD value of vi, where vi  Vg,m 
ρ

n,N mea λq0d0+λq1d1+λq2d2+... +λqN-1dN-1 
p

k
 the probability that k viewers exist in the VOD system 



P the minimum measurable probability of the VOD system 
K The worst-case demand of the VOD system 

 
Thus, the number of concurrent users watching videos in the system is distributed by 

probability. We define pk as the probability that k viewers exist in the system. The number 
of viewers in the system k exhibits a Poisson distribution with a mean value of ρ.   The 
probability distribution equation is as follows: 

 
p

k= e-ρ   
*ρ  

k
/ k !           k= 0, 1, 2, …………………                         ( 3 ) 

  
Lemma : If k > ρ  -1, then pk > pk+1    1

W
-ρ   
*ρ  

k
/k! > e-ρ   

*ρ  
k
/k! * ρ  /(k+1). That is, e-ρ   

*ρ  
k
/k! > e-ρ 

  *ρ  
k+1

/(k+1)! 
Proof: hen k > ρ  -1, we have k+1 > ρ      

 e
    pk > pk+1 # 
 

Lemma : If k < ρ  -  1, then pk < pk+1  2
W

-ρ  
*ρ  

k
/ k! < e-ρ   

* ρ  
k /k! * ρ /(k+1). That is, e-ρ  

  *ρ  
k
/k! < e-ρ  

* ρ  
k+1

/(k+1)! 
Proof: hen k < ρ  -1, we have k+1 <ρ      

 e
    pk < pk+1 # 

 
Remark 1: If k > ρ  -  1,   a greater k value reduces the probability of pk; if k < ρ  -  1 , a smaller 
k value reduces the probability of pk. Because this study investigates the worst-case 
demand, we considered only scenarios where k > ρ  -  1. 
 
Remark 2: As the value of k increases, the value of the corresponding p

k decreases. 
When the value of pk is too small, it indicates that the probability of having “k number of 
viewers” within the system is very low. Hence, it is necessary to first set the minimum 
probability when investigating the issue of the worst-case demand. When the value of pk 
is lower than the minimum probability, it implies that the situation of having “k number 
of viewers” within the system does not occur or that the probability of its occurrence is 
too low and hence can not be measured. We define this minimum probability as the 
minimum measurable probability, P. The value of k when p

k = P is the worst-case 
demand studied in this research and represented by K. The case becomes invalid if pk is 
smaller than P. For the simulation scenarios discussed in the following sections, we 
assume that the minimum probability, P, is 10-3, which varies depending on the research 
applications. 

On the basis of the above discussion, the worst-case demand discussed in this paper 
is defined as K: 

K = arg min﹛k ∈ N+ : pk < P﹜ 
where P represents the minimum measurable probability, which is the desired minimum 
probability for measuring the number of viewers in the system. 
 

 We present an example to clarify Remarks 1 and 2. Assuming that ρ is 42.3 and the 
probability distribution of pk is as shown in Fig. 5(a), the greater the difference between k 
and ρ, the smaller p

k is. p
k is approximately 10-3 at two points, on the left of the 

probability distribution diagram (where k is approximately 24) and on the right of the 
probability distribution diagram (where k is approximately 62),. These two points are 
thoroughly examined in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). The K referenced in Remark 2 equals the k 
(62) in this example, and the system the worst-case demand is 62.  
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Figure 5. Assuming that ρ is 42.3, and the probability distribution of pk is as shown in (a). 
At two points, one on the left of the probability distribution diagram (k is approximately 
24) and the other on the right of the probability distribution diagram (k is approximately 
62), pk is approximately 10-3. These two points are thoroughly examined in (b) and (c). 

 
We also evaluate how the viewing request probability multiplied by the video length 

could be used in developing a replication model with superior benefits. Our examination 
can be summarized into Theorem 1: 

 
Theorem 1: Select m video programs from V and copy these programs to the replica 
server. Assume that two selection methods g and h exist. If the summation of the QD 
values of m video programs selected by g exceeds that selected by h, that is ρ               h,m  ρ g,m , the 
worst-case demand of the origin server, K, using g should be smaller than that using h.  
Proof:  
According to Eq. (3), pk = e-ρ            *ρ  

k
/ k !, where  pk is the probability that k viewers exist in the 

system. The number of viewers in the system k has a Poisson distribution with a mean of 
ρ.  
 If the replication is not employed, all viewing request are served by the origin 
server with a ρ of ρ mean,N. If the system copies m video programs to the replica server 
through the selection method g, only the viewing requests for V- Vg,m video programs are 
served by the origin server, with ρ changing from ρ mean,N to ρ mean,N –ρ g,m. The probability 
distribution of pk is e - (ρ             m e a n , N  –ρ           g , m ) 

* (ρmean,N –ρ g,m )
k / k!. Likewise, if the system copies m 

video programs to the replica server through the selection method h, only the viewing 
requests for V- Vh,m video programs are served by the origin server, with ρ  changing from 
ρ mean,N to ρ  mean,N - ρ  h,m. The probability distribution of pk is then e - (ρ          m e a n , N  –     ρ                     h , m ) 

*(ρ mean,N –ρ  h,m)k 

/k!. 
This theorem can be expressed as follows:  
For a given k, if the p

k using the selection method g is smaller than that using the 
selection method h. Because k is inversely proportional to pk, then, for a given minimum 
p

k, P, discussed in Remark 2, the worst-case demand of the origin server, K, using g 
must be sma r than that using h. lle

Because ρ               h,m  ρ g,m, (ρmean,N –ρ  h,m)/ (ρmean,N  –ρ g,m) is equal to or greater than 1. Thus, a greater k 
increases the value of (ρ mean,N –ρ  h,m)/ (ρ mean,N –ρ      g,m))k. In addition, e (ρ          g, m – ρ                     h , m ) is a constant that 
is greater than or equal to 1. If e (ρ          g, m – ρ                     h , m ) is smaller than (ρmean,N –ρ  h,m)/ (ρmean,N –ρ       g,m), any k 
can lead to e (ρ          g , m  – ρ                 h , m ) < ((ρ mean,N –ρ   h,m)/ (ρ  mean,N –ρ      g,m))k. If e (ρ            g, m – ρ                     h , m ) is greater than (ρ mean,N –ρ  
h,m)/ (ρmean,N –ρ      g,m), a KL exists that leads to e (ρ         g, m –ρ                   h , m ) > ((ρmean,N –ρ  h,m)/ (ρmean,N –ρ      g,m))KL-1 and e 

(ρ          

g , m  –ρ                   h , m ) < ((ρ mean,N  –ρ   h,m)/ (ρmean,N  –ρ      g,m))KL. Therefore, for any k  KL, e (ρ          g , m  –ρ                   h , m ) < ((ρ mean,N  –ρ  
h,m)/ (ρmean,N –ρ      g,m))k. Furthermore, when e (ρ          g , m  – ρ                  h , m ) < ((ρmean,N  –ρ  h,m)/ (ρ mean,N  –ρg,m))k, e - (ρ          

m e a n , N  – ρ                   g , m ) *(ρ mean,N –ρ g,m)k  < e - (ρ          m e a n , N  – ρ                 h , m ) 
*(ρmean,N –ρ   h,m)k. Thus, for any k  KL, we 

verify that e - (ρ          m e a n , N  –ρ           g , m )
*(ρ mean,N –ρ g,m)k / k! < e - (ρ          m e a n , N  –ρ                   h , m )

*(ρmean,N   h,m)k / k!. 

 

 –ρ

As discussed in Remark 1, k is inversely proportional to pk when k > (ρ mean,N –ρ g,m) -1 for the 
g selection and k > (ρ mean,N –ρ h -1 for the h selection. Because ρ h,m  ρ g,m, k > (ρ mean,N –ρ h,m) -1 
can be inversely proportiona  pk for both g and h selections. 

,m) 
l to

If a k exists that satisfies k  KL and k > (ρ mean,N –ρ h,m) -1, then the pk using the selection 
method g is smaller than that using the selection method h. Because k is inversely 
proportional to p

k, then for a given minimum p
k, P, as discussed in Remark 2, the 

worst-case demand on the origin server, K, using g should be smaller than that using h. 

 
Remark 3: The above discussion explores various methods (g or h) for selecting m video 



programs and shows that the number of selected video programs do not influence the 
results, which were only affected by differing ρ . 
 

Remark 4: Similar to the study by [20], in order to determine the system resources and 
capacity configuration during the early stage of system planning, as well as to meet the 
usage requirements of a particular offered load, M/G/∞ is normally used for a preliminary 
examination of the behavior of the offered load within the system. For example, the 
probability distribution of the number of users within the system at the same time can 
help us in determining the system’s peak usage, thereby allowing the system to perform 
capacity planning on the basis of the peak usage. When the system selects a particular 
peak usage as the upper limit for its capacity planning, it can approximate to an M/G/c/c 
loss system, where c refers to the number of servers in the M/G/c/c loss system [21].  

In an M/G/c/c loss system, the probability of having k number of users at the same time is 

p’k
 = 
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ρ
, where k <= c. In an M/G/∞ system, the probability of having k 
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k
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If the number of servers in the M/G/c/c loss system is set to the worst-case demand, K , 
for the M/G/∞ system , that is c = K, the probability difference between p’K for an 
M/G/c/c loss system and the minimum measurable probability, P , for an M/G/∞ system , 
is  
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Because K > ρ.  Thus, 
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< 1.  It implies that the probability difference is less 

than e
ρ

!K
k

, that is the minimum measurable probability, P, for an M/G/∞ system.  

Therefore, the minimum measurable probability, P, for an M/G/∞ system is approximate 
to the p’K for an M/G/K/K loss system. 
Refer to [20], the blocking probability of the M/G/c/c loss system is represented as B(c,ρ) 
= p’

c. When ρ is fixed, B(c,ρ) decreases to zero as c increases. When c is fixed, B(c,ρ) 
increases to unity as ρ increases. When the Erlang loss system is used for discussing a 
system performance analysis, the smallest number of servers required for matching the 
desired blocking probability is C, where C = arg min﹛c ∈ N+ : B(c,ρ) < α﹜ and α refers 
to the desired blocking probability[20].  
Compared with that in the above discussions, the minimum measurable probability, P, 
for an M/G/∞ system is approximate to the blocking probability, B(K,ρ), for an 
M/G/K/K loss system, and K is approximate to C . 
 
Example 1: 
Suppose q0=0.22, d0=87, q0d0=19.14, q1=0.44, d1=40, q1d1=17.6, q2=0.146, d2=100, 
q2d2=14.6, q3=0.11, d3=50, q3d3=5.5, q4=0.88, d4=35, q4d4=3.08, Vg,2 ={v1, v3}, Vh,2={v2, 
v4}, and λ= 60 viewing requests per hour. 
If λ= 60 viewing requests per hour, then λ = 1 viewing request per minute 
q0+ q1+ q2+ q3+ q4=1 and q0d0> q1d1> q2d2> q3d3> q4d4  
ρg,2 =λq1d1 +λq3d3 = 17.6+5.5=23.1, ρh,2 =λq2d2 +λq4d4 = 14.6+3.08=17.68, ρmean,5 = 60 



e
e

KL = 39 # 

 (ρ         g, 2 –ρ  h, 2 
)
 < ((ρmean,5 -ρ   h,2)/ (ρmean,5 -ρ      g,2))k 

 (23.1-17.68)
 < ((60-17.68)/ (60-23.1))k. That is, e 5.42

 < (1.15)k. 

Considering the h selection case: 
Let the least probability of pk be 10-3, then the worst-case demand at the origin 
server is the highest value of k, 
such that

- (ρ         ean,5 -ρh,2 )
* (ρmean,5 –ρ   h, )k /k ! 10-3.  e    m

n,5 ρ   h,2 )k

When 24 k 62, we have e- 42.32 
* (42.32)k /k !  10-3. 

2

Since ρmea –  =42.32, we have e- 42.32 
* (42.32  /k !  10-3. 

Therefore, the value of the worst-case demand is 62. 
Considering the g selection case: 

Let the least probability of pk be 10-3, then the worst-case demand at the origin 
server is the highest value of k, 
such that

- (ρ         ean,5 -ρg,2 )
* (ρmean,5 –ρ   )k /k ! 10-3 e    m

n,5 ρ   g,2 /k
When 20 k 55, we have e-37

* (37)k /k !  10-3. 

g,2 . 
Since ρmea –  = 37, we have e-37

* (37)k  !  10-3. 

Therefore, the value of the worst-case demand is 55. 
Figure 6 shows the probability distributions of the g selection case and the h selection 
case in the above example. The greatest probability of the g selection occurs when k is 
equal to 37 (that is, ρmean,5 –ρ g,2) while the number for the h selection is 42 (that is, ρmean,5 –ρ   h,2). 
These two distributions intersect when k is equal to 39, which is the KL discussed in the 
proof of Theorem 1 and calculated in Example 1. 
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Figure 6. Probability distributions of h and g selection cases in Example 1 

 

4. Performance Evaluation and Verification of the QD 
Major Selection Model 

4.1 Effect of video length on worst-case demand  
In this section, we analyzed the worst-case demand and its relationship to the video 

length for a VOD system. A Markov process was used to simulate video access behavior 
[7]. We used Eq. (3) and Theorem 1 to verify the simulation results. The arrival rate 
represented the viewing request rate. The service time represented the length of time that 
the users watched videos. To simplify the analysis, we assumed that the service time or 
viewing duration was equal to the video length; that is, they watched the entire video 
program as elaborated in thesis [19]. 

The viewing request arrival rate expressed as λ is a Poisson distribution, and the 
mean video length 1/μ is an exponential duration. The simulation time for the following 
evaluations and analyses was 10h. We first examined the impact that the viewing request 
rate and the video length had on the worst-case demand. Then, we analyzed the impact 
that the video length had on the worst-case demand for the programs copied to the replica 
servers. 
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Figure 7. Worst-case demand estimation when λ was altered 

Figure 7 shows the worst-case demand estimated by simulation and by theoretical 
model when λ was altered; the mean video length (1/μ) was 30min. We observed that, when 
λ increased (i.e., the mean number of viewing requests per hour was higher), video viewing 
overlaps were more likely to increase; thus, the worst-case demand was greater. 

The analyzed results by the theoretical model are as follows. 
Consider λ= 60 viewing requests per hour; that is, λ=1 viewing requests per minute. 

Let the least probability of pk be 10-3, then the worst-cas demand is the highest 
value of k, such that  

e 

e- (ρ         mean,6  (ρmean,600)k /k ! 10-3. 0
)

Since ρmea 0 0, we have e- 30
 (30)k /k ! 0-3. 

0  
*

n,60 =3 *  1
When 15 k 47, we have e- 30

* (30)k /k !  10-3.  

Therefore, the worst-case demand is 47, which approximates the result by 
simulation. 

Consider λ= 120 viewing requests per hour; that is, λ=2 viewing requests per minute. 
Let the least probability of pk be 10-3, then the worst-case emand is the highest 
value of k, such that  

 d

e- (ρ         mean,12 * (ρmean,1200)k /k ! 10-3. 00  

n,12 0= *  10
When 40 k 80, we have e- 60

* (60)k /k !  10-3.  

)

Since ρmea 0 60, we have e- 60
 (60)k /k ! -3. 

Therefore, the worst-case demand is 80, which approximates the result by 
simulation. 
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Figure 8. Worst-case demand estimation when 1/μ was altered 

Figure 8 shows the worst-case demand when 1/μ was altered; the mean viewing 
request rate (λ) was 120 requests per hour. We observed that, when 1/μ increased (i.e., the 
mean video length was longer), video viewing overlaps were also more likely to increase; 
thus, the worst-case demand was also greater. 

The analyzed results by the theoretical model are as follows. 
Consider 1/μ (i.e., the mean video length) = 60 minutes. 

Let the least probability of pk e 10-3, then the worst-case demand is the highest 
value of k, such that 

 b

e- (ρ         m 120
) 
* (ρmean,1200)k /k ! 10-3. ean, 0

n,12 0=1
When 92 k 148, we have e- 120

* (120)k /k !  10-3.  
Since ρmea 0 20, we have e- 120

* (120)k /k !  10-3. 

Therefore, the worst-case demand is 148, which approximates the result by 
simulation. 

Consider 1/μ (mean video length) = 30 minutes. 



Let the least probability of pk e 10-3, then the worst-case demand is the highest 
value of k, such that 

 b

e- (ρ         m 120
) 
* (ρmean,1200)k /k ! 10-3. ean, 0

n,12 0=6 *  10
When 40 k 80, we have e- 60

* (60)k /k !  10-3.  
Since ρmea 0 0, we have e- 60

 (60)k /k ! -3. 

Therefore, the worst-case demand is 80, which approximates the result by 
simulation. 
 

Remark 5: Figures 7 and 8 did not involve replication. In these two figures, we 
investigated only the influences of the viewing request rate and the mean video length on 
the worst-case demand. Fig. 7 shows the estimated the worst-case demand when λ was 
altered; the mean video length (1/μ) was 30 min. Fig. 8 shows the estimated the 
worst-case demand when 1/μ was altered; the mean viewing request rate (λ) was 120 
requests per hour. Assuming that the minimum probability pk that induces the worst-case 
demand is 10-3, the theoretical value of the worst-case demand approximates to that by 
simulation. 
 

Figures 9 and 10 show the impact that video length has on the worst-case demand for 
the video programs on the replica servers. We found that a greater number of long programs 
on the replica server (Fig. 9) reduced the worst-case demand for connecting to the origin 
server substantially more than when short programs were duplicated on the replica server 
(Fig. 10). In Figs. 9 and 10, the mean viewing request rate (λ) was 120 requests per hour, the 
mean video length (1/μ) was 30 min, and the number of video programs was 1,226. 

Considering the simulation results of Fig. 9 for example, if no programs were copied to 
the replica server, the worst-case demand is the bandwidth required to stream 80 videos 
concurrently from the origin server. However, if the 150 longest video programs were 
duplicated on the replica server, the worst-case demand for connecting to the origin server is 
the bandwidth for streaming only 58 videos concurrently. If the 300 longest video programs 
were duplicated on the replica server, the worst-case demand for connecting to the origin 
server was the bandwidth for streaming 41 videos concurrently. 
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Figure 9. Estimates of the worst-case demand with different numbers of the longest 
video programs duplicated on the replica servers 

The analyzed results by the theoretical model are as follows. 
For systems that do not involve replication, ρ = λ*(q0*d0+q1*d1+...+q1199d1199) = 2*30 = 

60. 
Consider a situation where the 100 longest programs are duplicated on the replica servers. 

The sum of the video lengths for the 100 longest programs is 620936/60 = 10,350 
min, the value of ρ at the origin server is 60 - (2*1/1226*10350) = 60 - 17.25 = 43, 
and the worst-case demand is the highest k value. Thus, e-ρ 

*ρ  
k /k !  10-3, where ρ 

= 43. 
Therefore, the worst-case demand is 62,which approximates to the result by 
simulation.  

Consider a situation where the 200 longest programs are duplicated on the replica servers. 
The sum of the video lengths for the 200 longest programs is 999610/60 = 16,660 
min, the value of ρ at the origin server is 60 - (2*1/1226*16660) = 60 - 27.8 = 32, 
and the worst-case demand is the highest k value. Thus, e-ρ 

*ρ  
k /k !  10-3, where ρ 

= 32. 
Therefore, the worst-case demand is 50, which approximates to the result by 
simulation. 



Consider a situation where the 300 longest programs are duplicated on the replica 
servers.  

The sum of the video lengths for the 300 longest programs is 1303312/60 = 
21,722 min, the value of ρ at the origin server is 60 - (2*1/1226*21722) = 60 - 
36.2 = 24, and the worst-case demand is the highest k value. Thus, e-ρ 

*ρ  
k /k !  

10-3, where ρ = 24. 
Therefore, the worst-case demand is 40, which approximates to the result by 
simulation. 

In Fig. 10, if no programs were copied to the replica server, the worst-case demand is 
the bandwidth required to stream 80 videos concurrently from the origin server. However, if 
the 150 shortest video programs were duplicated on the replica server, the worst-case 
demand for connecting to the origin server is the bandwidth for streaming 76 videos 
concurrently. If the 300 shortest video programs were duplicated on the replica server, the 
worst-case demand for connecting to the origin server remained the same as the bandwidth 
for streaming 76 videos concurrently. 
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Figure 10. Estimates of the worst-case demand with different numbers of the shortest 
programs duplicated on the replica servers 

The analyzed results by the theoretical model are as follows. 
Consider a situation where the 100 shortest programs are duplicated on the replica 

servers. 
The sum of the video lengths for the 100 shortest programs is 8832/60 = 147 min, 
the value of ρ at the origin server is 60 - (2*1/1226*147) = 60 - 0.2 = 59.8, and the 
worst-case demand is the highest k value. Thus, e-ρ 

*ρ  
k /k !  10-3, where ρ = 59.8. 

Therefore, the worst-case demand is 80, which approximates to the result by 
simulation.  

Consider a situation where the 200 shortest programs are duplicated on the replica 
servers. 

The sum of the video lengths for the 200 shortest programs is 36013/60 = 600 min, 
the value of ρ at the origin server is 60 - (2*1/1226*600) = 60 – 1 = 59, and the 
worst-case demand is the highest k value. Thus, e-ρ 

*ρ  
k /k !  10-3, where ρ = 59. 

Therefore, the worst-case demand is 80, which approximates to the result by 
simulation.  

Consider a situation where the 300 shortest programs are duplicated on the replica 
servers. 

The sum of the video lengths for the 300 shortest programs is 81730/60 = 1,362 
min, the value of ρ at the origin server is 60 - (2*1/1226*1362) = 60 - 2.3 = 57.7, 
and the worst-case demand is the highest k value. Thus, e-ρ 

*ρ  
k /k !  10-3, where ρ 

= 57.7. 

Therefore, the worst-case demand is 78, which approximates to the result by 

simulation. 

 

4.2 Verification of the QD major selection model where the viewing 
request probability exhibits a Zipf-like distribution 

4.2.1 Simulation results for QD major and Q major selection models in 
decreasing sequential order replication 

In the previous section, we assumed that the viewing request probabilities for all 
video programs were identical, and we emphasized the influence of the video length on 
the assessment of the worst-case demand (with the assumption that the viewing duration 
was directly proportional to the video length) by cross-verifying the theoretical models 



and the simulation programs. Thus, we argue that the M/G/∞ model can be used to 
calculate the worst-case demand. In this section, we further simulated the viewing request 
probability of each video program using a Zipf-like distribution. Varying video lengths 
were included in our discussion to investigate the influence of the QD value on the 
assessment of the worst-case demand. By cross-verifying the theoretical models and 
simulation programs, we confirmed the accuracy of the theoretical models, and we 
verified that the QD major selection model provided additional replication benefits, 
compared to traditional models that only considered the viewing request probability. 
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Figure 11. Viewing request probability and length of each video program 
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Figure 12. QD value of each video program 
Based on the simulation statistics discussed in Section 4.1, λ = 120 requests/hour. 

The simulation time was 10h and contained 1,226 events. We assumed that the system 
included 28 video programs. If the viewing request probability of a video program is a 
Zipf-like distribution with a skew parameter of θ, the probability of choosing the ith 

video program is i  /  

28

1j
j 

[13]. We applied the Zipf-like distributions with θ=1 to 

model the viewing request probabilities of the 28 video programs in the simulation. In 
addition, we randomly generated various video lengths, including 5, 15, 30, 45, 50, 60, 90, 
and 120 min. The mean duration for the overall system was set at 30 min. Finally, we 
illustrated each video program’s viewing request probability, video length (Fig. 11), and 
QD value in Fig. 12. In Fig. 11, the viewing request probability was set to decline with 
the video’s program index, and the video length of each video program was randomly 
generated. Figure 12 shows the product of Fig. 11’s viewing request probability and video 
length, which is the QD value defined in Section 3. 
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Figure 13. Worst-case demand at the origin server when applying the QD major 
selection model and the Q major selection model. Both models replicate the video 
programs in decreasing order, one by the QD value and the other by the Q value, 
respectively. 

In Fig. 13, we compared the worst-case demands on the origin server for the QD 
major and the Q major selection models. Based on the viewing request probability, the Q 
major selection model copied video programs to the replica server in sequential order. 
For example (Fig. 13), p0 was first copied to the replica server, followed by p0 and p1, 
and then p0, p1, and p2. This procedure was repeated 10 times. At the last iteration, the 
programs copied to the replica server were p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8, and p9. In 
comparison, based on the QD values shown in Fig. 12, the QD major selection model 
copied the corresponding video programs to the replica server in decreasing QD order. 
Thus, p2 was first replicated to the replica server, followed by p2 and p11, and then p2, p11, 
and p4. This procedure was repeated 10 times. At the last iteration, the programs copied 
to the replica server were p2, p11, p4, p9, p3, p7, p8, p21, p0, and p12. When measuring the 
worst-case demand at the origin server, we found that the QD major selection model 
outperformed the Q major selection model. Among the 10 sets of data, only two sets 
exhibited a 5% advantage, and the other sets exhibited 10% to 25% advantages. 

 
4.2.2 Verify simulation results of QD major selection model by 
theoretical model 

We adopted the theoretical M/G/∞ model (Eq. (3)) to verify the simulation results 
of the QD major selection model (Fig. 13), using the equations and calculations of 
theoretical values described in Section 4.1. Table 2 shows the differences between the 
theoretical values calculated by Eq. (3) and the simulation results in Fig. 13 

Table 2: Differences between the theoretical values calculated by Eq. (3) and the 
simulation results in Fig. 13 

Programs duplicated in 
replica server with QD 
major selection model  

Worst-case demand at 
origin server observed by 
the simulation results in 
Fig. 13 (in the unit of 
streaming bandwidth) 

Worst-case demand at origin 
server calculated by theory 
model of Eq.(3) (in the unit 
of streaming bandwidth) 

No program replicated 79 81 

p2 67 70 
p2,p11 64 64 
p2,p11,p4 59 60 
p2,p11,p4,p9 53 53 
p2,p11,p4,p9,p3 45 49 
p2,p11,p4,p9,p3,p7 41 43 

p2,p11,p4,p9,p3,p7,p8 40 40 
p2,p11,p4,p9,p3,p7,p8,p21 35 36 
p2,p11,p4,p9,p3,p7,p8,p21,p0 32 33 
p2,p11,p4,p9,p3,p7,p8,p21,p0,p12 28 30 

 
4.3 QD major selection model with replica server resource constraints 

For the QD major selection model described in Section 4.2, the QD values were 
arranged by size before each value was individually matched with a corresponding video 



file. During this process, the resource constraints of the replica server were not considered. 
As the replica server has its own constraints in terms of storage space and bandwidth 
capacity, considerations for the replica server in the selection model in Section 4.2, would 
result in a different selection model. Such a problem statement is in fact a combinatorial 
optimization problem that can be stated as follows: 

b
v

i
: Bandwidth necessary to play the video object 

s
v

i
: Size of the video object 

S
serverreplica _ : Storage space of the replica server 

B
serverreplica _ : Bandwidth of the replica server 

s
serverreplica
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_ : Available storage space of the replica server 

s
serverreplica

alloc

_ : Allocated storage space of the replica server 

b
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_ : Allocated bandwidth of the replica server 

QD
serverreplica _ : QD value of the replica server, that is, *  B

serverreplica _

S
serverreplica _

qd
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: QD value of vi, that is, qi * di (refer to the symbols in Table 1) 

qd
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_ : Sum of the QD values of the video programs currently accumulated in the 
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alloc

_ serverreplica

alloc

_

qd
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Subject to             (5) xb j
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                     (6) 
N

v serverreplica _

The value of  in Eqs. (4)–(6) is either 0 or 1. When the value of  is 1, it 

implies that video  is the one being selected for backup in the replica server. As the 

aim of this system is to minimize the worst-case demand on the origin server, based on 
the discussion in Section 3 and verification in Section 4.2, the greater the sum of the QD 
values of the selected videos, the smaller is the worst-case demand on the origin server. 
Therefore, Eq. (4) states the means for selection in order for the videos to have relatively 
large QD values. However, as the replica server is constrained in its storage space and 
bandwidth capacity, the selection of video combinations using Eq. (4) is still subject to 
the resource constraints of the replica server. The constraints on the bandwidth capacity 
and the storage space of the replica server are stated in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. 

x j

v j

x j

 
4.3.1 Optimality of QD major selection model and proposed heuristic 
selection algorithm 

The optimization computations for Eqs. (4)–(6) were done using LINGO [22]. 
However, the time complexity for solving this optimization is very high. As such, it is 
necessary to seek a solution with other faster algorithms. 

An important reference on the video placement model, which considers the 
constraints of a replica server in terms of storage and bandwidth capacity, is Reference 
[23]. This paper proposes the space-to-bandwidth ratio (SBR) as the reference for video 
selection. It argues that as a video has its space and bandwidth constraints, a replica 
server also has its space (video length) and required bandwidth (the bandwidth needed for 
streaming the video). Hence, during video selection, the SBR of the video should ideally 
match that of the replica server. 

This SBR selection strategy is very relevant to the QD major selection strategy 
proposed in this paper. QD refers to the product of the space (video length) of the video 
and its required bandwidth (viewing request probability). However, the aim of the SBR 



selection strategy in Reference [23] is to consider the utilization of the replica server, 
which is different from the reduction of the offered load of the origin server discussed in 
Section 4.2. Hence, the SBR selection model has its limitations when applied to Eq. (4). 
Nevertheless, the concept of SBR plays a very important role in contributing to the 
development of the heuristic algorithm in this paper. The details are elaborated as 
follows. 

All the characteristics of a video (request bandwidth and video length) and of a 
replica server (bandwidth and storage space) can be represented by a rectangle, with its 
width and height representing the bandwidth and the space, respectively. When discussing 
the issue of placement optimization of a video in a replica server, it is equivalent to 
placing as many small video rectangles within a large replica server rectangle as possible, 
such that the lump sum of area of these video rectangles is the largest. This problem is 
also similar to the bin packing problem, which is affected by its weight and volume 
constraints. 

The placement of a small rectangle within a large rectangle will lead to loss in 
utilization. As illustrated in Figure 14, the placement of rectangle A causes the entire 
block to be divided into four blocks (A, B, C, and D). Consequently, blocks B and C can 
no longer accommodate any other rectangles. Block D, which is the only space that can 
continue to accommodate the placement of other rectangles subsequently, represents the 
available area of the replica server. As such, when our objective function is to place 
multiple small video rectangles into a large replica server rectangle to maximize the total 
area of the former, it is critical that the factor of available area be considered as well. 

 
Figure 14. After rectangle A is placed inside, only block D can continue to accommodate 
the placement of other rectangles. 

For any two small video rectangles of the same area, one with its SBR close to that 
of the replica server and the other varying significantly, it was observed that when the 
former was selected for placement, the amount of available area inside the replica server 
rectangle was relatively large. This facilitated the placement of other small video 
rectangles subsequently. Using Figure 15 as an example, the SBR of the replica server 
rectangle is 18:12 (4:3). The video rectangle in Figure 15(a) is a 6 × 4 rectangle with an 
area of 24. This gives it the same SBR as the replica server rectangle. The video rectangle 
in Figure 15(b) is a 12 × 2 rectangle. Even though its area is 24, its SBR is 12:2, which is 
very different from that of the replica server rectangle. Hence, the available area in Figure 
15(a) is 96, while the available area in Figure 15(b) is only 60. 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 15. Impact on the available area of the replica server rectangle of two small video 
rectangles having the same area but different SBRs 

Another observation was that when the area of rectangle R3 is the sum of the areas 
of R1 and R2, the SBR of R1 and R2 tallies with the SBR of the replica server rectangle. 
Even if the SBR of R3 varies from the SBR of the replica server rectangle, it is still 
possible to have a larger available area after the placement of R3, as compared to that 
after the placement of R1 and R2. 

Using Figure 16 as an example, we find that the SBR of the replica server rectangle 
is 18:12. The SBR of both R1 and R2 in Figure 16(a) is 3:2, which is the same as that of 
the replica server rectangle. The total area of R1 and R2 is 12. As for R3 of Figure 16(b), 



although its area is 12 (same as the total area of R1 and R2), its SBR is 3.46:3.46, which 
differs from that of the replica server rectangle. The available area for Figures 16(a) is 96, 
while the available area for Figure 16(b) is 126.5. Hence, the available area in Figure 
16(b) is greater than that in Figure 16(a). On the basis of this example, we conclude that 
video rectangles with small areas do not contribute towards the goal of maximizing the 
overall area. As long as the difference between the SBRs of the video rectangle and the 
replica server rectangle is not too large, the video rectangle with a larger area can actually 
better facilitate the achievement of the goal to maximize the overall area. 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 16. Impact on the available area of the replica server of different combinations of 
blocks having the same area 

Following the above discussion, the proposed algorithm will select the video 
rectangle with a larger area for placement first. However, if the SBR of this rectangle 
differs considerably from the SBR of the replica server rectangle, it will end up affecting 
the subsequent placement of the other video rectangles negatively. The gap factor of the 
SBR can be determined by the available area of the replica server rectangle. Thus, the 
main aim of this study is to maximize the total area of the video rectangles that are being 
placed within the replica server rectangle. However, when evaluating whether each video 
rectangle is suitable to be selected for placement, in addition to considering its 
contribution towards the overall area and utility, the size of the available area formed 
following the placement of the video rectangle needs to be considered. The evaluation 
criteria for the selection of video rectangles are as follows: 

 
The lump sum of area of video rectangles placed within the replica server rectangle * W 
+ Available area within the replica server rectangle 
 
where W   denotes a weighting factor. Although the amount of available area must be 
considered during the selection of a video rectangle, its area factor has already been 
included in the total area of the video rectangles within the replica server rectangle, with 
both being of unequal value. As such, the weighting factor is required for adjustment. 
The proposed algorithm is called as the maximize allocated and available resource 
(MAAR) algorithm. 
 
Algorithm 1: MAAR algorithm 
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Every time the MAAR algorithm inspects all the video programs in the origin server 
(line 05 of the algorithm), it will select a particular video program, , whose QD value 

, after being added to *W + , is the largest value among all 

the video programs. This video program is then selected to be replicated in the replica 
server (line 06 of the algorithm). The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n2). 
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_

qd
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available

_

The test data in Section 4.2 were used again to illustrate the optimization of the QD 
major selection model, as well as the implementation status of the MAAR algorithm, so 
as to compare the algorithms of SBR and Q major. To solve for this optimization, LINGO 
is used for executing the calculations for Eqs. (4)–(6). Since the various resources of the 
replica server are certainly significantly smaller than those of the origin server, the 
following three types of configurations for the replica server were considered for the 
generation of Table 3 
i. Able to support the streaming bandwidth for 40% of the viewing requests received 
by the replica server and has a storage capacity of 400 min of video data; 
ii. Able to support the streaming bandwidth for 30% of the viewing requests received 
by the replica server and has a storage capacity of 300 min of video data; and 
iii. Able to support the streaming bandwidth for 20% of the viewing requests received 
by the replica server and has a storage capacity of 200 min of video data. 

The data in Table 3 indicate that the results derived using the MAAR algorithm are 
the same as the results calculated by LINGO. The LINGO results only indicate the 
optimized combination, the process and sequence of its video selection cannot be known. 
On the other hand, the sequence in which the MAAR algorithm selects a video is easily 
seen. The performance of the MAAR algorithm is also naturally superior to that of the 
SBR and Q major. 

Table 3. Comparison of the performance of different algorithms under various replica 
server configurations 

Replica server configuration 

Bandwidth Space 

Selection model
 

Video selected 
Lump sum of 
allocated QD 

optimal solution 
by LINGO 

p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8, p9, 
p10 

16.575 

MAAR p2, p4, p7, p3, p9, p8, p10, 
p5, p6 

16.575 

SBR 
 
 

p4, p10, p19, p17, p18, p13, 
p14, p20, p2, p26, p5, 
p7, p6, p15 

13.078 
 
 

For 40% of the 
system’s 
viewing requests 

400 min of 
video data 

Q major p1, p2 1.893 

optimal solution 
by LINGO 

p2, p3, p4, p5, p7, p9 14.025 

MAAR p2, p4, p9, p3, p7, p5 14.025 
SBR 

 
p4, p10, p19, p17, p18, p13, 
p14, p20, p2, p26, p5 

10.295 
 

For 30% of the 
system’s 
viewing requests 

300 min of 
video data 

Q major p1 1.262 
optimal solution 

by LINGO 
p2, p4, p7, p10 9.945 

MAAR p2, p4, p9, p6 9.772 

SBR p4, p10, p19, p17, p18, p13, 
p14, p6 

4.515 

For 20% of the 
system’s 
viewing requests 

200 min of 
video data 

Q major Unable to select any video 
program 

Not available 

To further observe the impact of the number of videos on the optimization of the QD 
major selection model, the applicability of the MAAR algorithm, as well as its 
comparison with the SBR algorithm and Q major, we continued to apply the same user’s 
viewing behavior (λ = 120 requests/h) as in Section 4.2 for exploring the QD major 
selection model when the number of videos was 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500. The video 



length at this time is the same as the data used in Section 4.2 where videos were selected 
randomly and can be of 5, 15, 30, 45, 50, 60, 90, or 120 min. 

As was applied in Section 4.2, the viewing request probability of the videos was 
simulated using Zipf distribution. The viewing request probability of each video is related 
to the total number of videos in the system. Hence, when the number of videos in the 
system that is being examined is 100, 200, 300, 400, or 500, the corresponding Zipf 
distribution for each of the five cases differs because of the different number of videos. 
Consequently, the distribution of the viewing request probability for the videos in the five 
cases was also different. Further, the first replica server configuration as stated in Table 3 
was used as the specifications of the replica server. This implies that it was able to 
support 40% of the viewing requests and had a storage capacity of 400 min of video data. 
It can be seen from Figure 17 that the optimization results computed by the MAAR 
algorithm are consistent with the results computed by LINGO and that the MAAR 
algorithm is also superior to the SBR algorithm and Q major selection model. 
 

 
Figure 17. Comparison of the various selection algorithms when examining and 
analyzing different numbers of videos 

 

4.3.2 Estimation of worst-case demand on the origin server for different 
request rates by various client clusters 

Following the discussion in Section 4.3.1, let us re-examine the VoD architecture as 
shown in Figure 1, as well as estimate the worst-case demand imposed on the origin 
server when the various client clusters have their respective Poisson arrival rates and 
when QD major is used by the replica servers as the replication strategy. 

The Poisson arrival rates of the three client clusters A, B, and C as shown in Figure 
1 are 60, 90, and 120 arrivals/h, respectively. The specifications of the replica server are 
the same as those of the server used for Figure 17 in Section 4.3.1. In particular, the 
replica server can accede to 40% of the total viewing requests from the client clusters 
and accommodate 400 min of videos. 

Figure 18 shows the worst-case demands imposed by the various client clusters on 
the origin server when the number of videos in the latter is 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500. 
It can be seen that the worst-case demands by the various client clusters on the origin 
server increase with an increase in the number of videos. When the number of videos 
increases, the total QD value of the replicated videos in the replica server gradually 
decreases, which is the result illustrated in Figure 17. Hence, it is only natural that the 
worst-case demand by the respective client cluster on the origin server increases with an 
increase in the number of videos in the origin server. 

Another observation based on Figure 18 is that client clusters with relatively higher 
arrival rates impose relatively greater worst-case demands on the origin server. This is 
consistent with our general understanding and common sense. 



 

Figure 18 Estimated worst-case demand on the origin server for different viewing 
request rates from the same client clusters as those shown in Figure 1. The viewing 
request rates of client clusters A, B, and C are 60, 90, and 120 arrivals/h, 
respectively. 

The results shown in Figure 18 indicate that the viewing request rates of the various 
client clusters have no impact on the video placement strategy of the replica server. It 
has been established in Eq. (3) of Section 3 that the worst-case demand on the origin 

server is dependent on the ρ value of the system. This value, as defined in Table 1, is the 
product of the viewing request rate and the lump sum of QD value of each individual 
video. In the discussion in Section 4.3.1, we established that the QD major selection 
model is only concerned about the product of the viewing request probability of an 
individual video and its video length, while the viewing request probability of each 
video is in turn determined by the θ value of the Zipf distribution. Hence, if we were to 
consider only the viewing request rates of the various client clusters, there will indeed be 
different impacts on the worst-case demands on the origin server. However, there is no 
corresponding impact on the video placement strategy by the replica servers of the 
various client clusters. 

Let us use the system with 100 videos, as shown in Figure 18, as an example. The 
lump sum of QD value for the 100 videos is 33.3. On the basis of Figure 17, we can 
consider the optimal video placement combination for the replica servers of client 
clusters A, B, and C to be 13.1. For client cluster A, with a viewing request rate of 60 

arrivals/h, the ρ    value of its viewing request in the origin server is 20.2 [1 arrival/min * 

(33.3 - 13.1)]. Similarly, the ρ values of client clusters B and C are 30.3 [1.5 * (33.3 - 
13.1)] and 40.4 [2 * (33.3 - 13.1)], respectively. Hence, the worst-case demands imposed 
on the origin server by the viewing requests of client clusters A, B, and C are 33, 46, and 
60, respectively. 

There are two curves shown in Figure 19. One curve represents the sum of all the 
worst-case demands imposed on the origin server by the various client clusters as shown 
in Figure 18. The other curve indicates the worst-case demand imposed on the origin 
server when the arrival rates of client clusters A, B, and C are treated as those of a whole 
client cluster. Theoretically, this is an issue of the sum of random variables or the sum of 
heterogeneous Poisson arrival processes. 

The issue being illustrated in Figure 18 is the worst-case demands by the individual 
client clusters on the origin server, the sum of which is indicated by the top curve of 
Figure 18. However, from the perspective of the origin server, the individual actions of 
the various client clusters are treated as a whole. The sum of the arrival rates of the three 
client clusters shown in Figure 18 indicates a Poisson arrival rate of 270 arrivals/h. As 
can be seen in Figure 19, the two curves are actually very close, with a disparity of 
approximately 7%–10%. 



 

Figure 19 Comparison between the sum of the worst-case demands by three individual 
client clusters and the worst-case demands when the three client clusters are treated as a 
whole 

 

5. Conclusions 
This study examined the worst-case demand and the selection model of replication 

for estimating the bandwidth required by the origin server in a VOD system wherein the 
selected video programs are copied to replica servers. The bandwidth required by the 
VOD determined the number of viewers that could watch video programs simultaneously. 
Because a video program’s viewing duration was directly proportional to its length, the 
estimation of required VOD bandwidth considered the number of concurrent viewers as 
well as the video lengths. Unlike traditional research models that used the hit ratio to 
assess the replication benefits, this study used the M/G/∞ model to examine related 
phenomenon and problems in this field. We expanded and developed the QD major 
selection model by using the product of the viewing request probability and the video 
length as the main factor in determining the videos selected for replication. This model 
theoretically outperformed traditional models that consider only the viewing request 
probability in the benefits of reducing the worst-case demand at origin server, and the 
simulation results verified the theoretical results. 

For a VOD system to achieve superior replication benefits using the proposed QD 
major selection model, replica servers must serve a significant number of viewing 
requests to effectively reduce the origin server’s bandwidth load. However, the replica 
server is restricted by its storage capacity and its own bandwidth. Therefore, an optimal 
placement strategy for replication should consider these restrictions when optimizing the 
origin server’s load and replica servers’ utilization. Hence, a heuristic algorithm to 
maximize the allocated and available resources was proposed in this paper. A comparison 
between the optimized combinations computed by the proposed algorithm and LINGO 
indicated that both were exactly the same. The heuristic algorithm was created on the 
basis of multiple empirical observations. In follow-up studies, more rigorous theoretical 
verifications will be carried out.  
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